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Kirigami-inspired, three-dimensional
piezoelectric pressure sensors
assembled by compressive buckling
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Piezoelectric sensors whose sensing performances can be flexibly regulated hold significant promise
for efficient signal-acquisition applications in the healthcare field. The existing methods for regulating
the properties of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films mainly include material modification and
structural design. Compared to material modification, which has a long test period and an unstable
preparation process, structural design is amore efficientmethod. The irigami structure combinedwith
compressive buckling can endow the flexible filmwith richmacrostructural features. Here, amethod is
fabricated to modulate the sensing performance by employing distinct 3D structures and
encapsulation materials with varying Young’s moduli. The relationship among the aspect ratio (α),
pattern factor (η), elastic modulus of encapsulation materials, and equivalent stiffness is obtained by
finite element simulation, which provides theoretical guidance for the design of the 2D precursor and
the selection of encapsulation materials. In the demonstration applications, the sensor accurately
captures pulse waveforms in multiple parts of the human body and is employed for the pressure
monitoring of different parts of the sole under various posture states. This method of structure design
is efficient, and thepreparation process is convenient, providing a strategy for theperformance control
of piezoelectric pressure sensors.

Advanced piezoelectric pressure sensors play a pivotal role in the field of
healthcare monitoring, encompassing critical applications such as blood
pressure measurement1, plantar- pressure analysis2, respiratory
monitoring3, human-motion detection4, and human-speech recognition5.
This is attributed to their fast response6, wide measuring range7, compact
size8 and easy fabrication9. Due to their elevated piezoelectric coefficient,
which can reach up to 1500 pC N−1 10 and far exceeds those of other
piezoelectric materials11–13, piezoelectric ceramics have been extensively
utilized in themanufacture of pressure sensors. However, they cannot bend
and stretch because of their high stiffness and density values, limiting their
application in healthcare monitoring. They also exhibit a high acoustic
impedance,which hinders the effective conversion betweenmechanical and
electrical energy. In contrast, piezoelectric polymers exhibit exceptional
flexibility and an acoustic impedance closely matching that of the human
body. Among them, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) exhibits a high sen-
sitivity, and its impedance is compatible with the human skin. Thus, it has

become one of themost employedmaterials for flexible, wearable pressure-
sensing equipment14–19 and has shown significant application potential in
human–machine interfaces20, pulse signal acquisition21–24, flexible electronic
skin25–27, energy collection28–31 and other fields.

However, the low piezoelectric coefficient of PVDF restricts its per-
formance in pressure sensors. In particular, for faint physiological signals,
PVDF-basedpressure sensors frequently struggle to achieve precise capture,
and they present significant measurement errors in the presence of envir-
onmental interference32,33. In human signal monitoring, sensors are
expected to be portable, exhibit excellent linearity, and possess high
flexibility34. In this regard, straightforward signal-processing circuits have
been demonstrated to meet these requirements, and the resulting sensors
canwithstand varying degrees of deformation. Nevertheless, the acquisition
of different signals imposes distinct performance-attribute requirements on
pressure sensors. For instance, the typical plantar pressure is 1900 kPa34, and
the reported upper limit is 3 MPa35. In contrast, sensors employed for
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pulse-signal measurement have a maximum detection limit of 500 Pa36.
Given the substantial force exerted by the plantar pressure, it becomes
imperative for pulse sensors to maintain a significant output voltage even
under minimal pressure. Moreover, the presence of high cyclic loads may
lead to deformation or fatigue37, emphasizing the importance of sensor
stability during prolonged foot-pressure measurements. Therefore, flexible
performance adjustments are vital to cater to diverse application scenarios.

Currently, the performance modulation of PVDF piezoelectric films
primarily relies on material modification methods38–41, such as adding
nanofillers (NaNbO3 and RGO)42, doping MXene and BaTiO3

7, or pre-
paring PVDF/ZnO nanofibers43. These methods involve extended devel-
opment cycles and involve complex fabrication processes44,45. Structural
design is another effective way to alter PVDF sensor performance. For
instance, the microstructural design of materials can enhance sensor
performance46,47. However, its impact remains constrained, and the struc-
tural formation remains intricate.

As a traditional artistic processing technique, kirigami introduces
macroscopic changes to materials beyond their inherent elasticity by
guiding deformation from two to three dimensions. When combined with
compressive buckling, kirigami can generate various intriguing structures.
The 3D kirigami structure is primarily influenced by the shape of the 2D
planar precursor, and the cutting pattern is pivotal to the structural design.
For 3D, kirigami-structured piezoelectric sensors, most reported applica-
tions involve cutting a planar PVDF film to construct a tensile structure48–50,
with highly controllable tensile properties. However, the deformation is
mostly confined within the plane, and the variety of pattern designs is not
extensive, lacking development potential. In reality, strategically designed
geometries and cutting patterns enable the assembly of 2D films into 3D
kirigami structures, offering far greater applicability and topological com-
plexity compared with other methods51. For example, piezoelectric micro-
systems with intricate 3D frameworks exhibit excellent mechanical
properties and functional capabilities52. Electronic devices with multilayer
cage-like structures demonstrate excellent collapse resistance and can
dynamically transmit compression force and temperature53.

Here, we develop a piezoelectric pressure sensor featuring 3D kirigami
structures. Sensorswith distinct structures, designed using simple geometric
shapes, exhibit varying sensitivities and different output voltages. Differing
from prior investigations on 3D flexible electronic devices, our study
combines experimental testing with finite element analysis to explore the
impact of 3D structural design and encapsulation materials on the sensi-
tivity and output voltage of PVDF-based piezoelectric pressure devices.
Additionally, the finite element model that successfully predicts the 3D
shape and output performance. Sensors equipped with 3D kirigami struc-
tures find application in human-pulse-signal and plantar-pressure mea-
surements, showcasing exceptional operational stability under prolonged
pressure conditions. This study introduces efficient 3Ddesign concepts for
PVDF-based pressure sensors and presents strategies for tackling the
challenges associated with flexible, wearable pressure sensors.

Results and discussions
Fabrication of the 3D-structured piezoelectric pressure sensor
The fabrication process of the piezoelectric pressure sensor with a 3D kir-
igami structure is illustrated in Fig. 1a, and photos of the 3D kirigami-
structured PVDF and the tensile platform are provided in Supplementary
Fig. 1a. Femtosecond laser milling is utilized for the high-precision pat-
terning of the PVDF film coated with a silver electrode layer. The optical
image of the patterned piezoelectric film is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b,
with the edges of the 2D precursor retaining four symmetric anchor points
to facilitate the 3D shaping process. The reserved four anchor points are
mechanically affixed to a prestretched elastic substrate, which is subse-
quently uniformly relaxed to achieve the 3D structure. Releasing the pre-
strain generates compressive forces, causing all regions, except the anchored
areas, to bend out of the plane. Intermediate shapes corresponding to dif-
ferent levels of released prestrains are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. The
strainwithin the thin-film concentrates in the out-of-plane bending regions,

increasing as the degree of released prestrain increases. The phenomenon of
charge cancelation is inevitable in the process of film compression and
tension. This is mainly due to the negative deformation tendency of 3D
structures caused by improper graphic design. We minimize intuitive
canceling deformations through graphic design, which significantly reduces
charge cancelation and ensures efficient sensor output. The device fabri-
cation is finalized by pouring a silicone elastic encapsulation material
(EcoflexTM 00-10), which is employed to protect the PVDF film from
moisture and harmful contaminants and provide deformation recovery
capability.

The basic shape of the 2D precursor determines the shape of the 3D
structure. In this work, the 2D basic shapes, square, circle, and triangle, are
designed with the same area as the basis (the corresponding samples are
named BS1, BS2, and BS3). The structural images of the above three 3D
kirigami structures are depicted in Fig. 1b. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
indicates that different basic shapes correspond to different maximum
principal strain limits, with BS2 having themaximumvalue andBS3 having
the minimum. When external pressure within the range of approximately
300–1,400 kPa is vertically applied to the sensors, their open-circuit voltage
changes approximately linearly, as shown in Fig. 1c. The sensitivity of the
three sensors (shown in Fig. 1d) are significantly higher than those of the
control group. In comparison with the control group, the BS2 sample,
featuring 2D circular precursors, offers more than a double increase in
sensitivity and output voltage at the same pressure. The 3D structural dia-
gram in the finite element analysis shows that the sensorwith a 3D structure
has a larger strain than the planar structure (control group,with zero strain).
Consequently, it has better sensitivity and output voltage than the control
group. The maximum principal strain of BS2 is greater than those of BS1
and BS3. The 3D-formed film has higher strains at the bending points, and
due to the curved boundaries, BS2 has more significant strain areas. The
larger strain generated during 3D forming improves the deformation cap-
ability of BS2, resulting in the highest output among all samples. Addi-
tionally, when conducting measurements exceeding 100 instances, we
observe a very smallmargin of error. In this context, the output of the sensor
can be significantly improved through 3D kirigami structural design, and
further optimization of the 2D pattern can adjust the sensor’s performance.

To verify the repeatability of the fabricationprocess of the 3Dkirigami-
structured sensor, we prepare three sensors with the same structure (Shape
1 shown in Fig. 2a). The performance test results are shown in Fig. 1e,where
the three sensors exhibit comparable output voltages with sensitivity dif-
ferences within 5%. This indicates the high repeatability of the fabrication
process. As depicted in Fig. 1f, the output voltage remains stable after 6,000
pressurization release cycles of the 3D kirigami-structured sensor (Shape 1)
with a pressure of 1,356 kPa. The proposed piezoelectric pressure sensor,
which has a 3D structure, exhibits excellent operational stability.

Sensor designs with various shapes and patterns
To investigate the influence of kirigami patterns on the device output per-
formance, various kirigami patterns basedon a circular shape are fabricated,
whose performances are superior to those of the patterns based on square
and triangular shapes, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.Here, four different shapes are
designed and named as Shape 1, Shape 2, Shape 3, and Shape 2s. Different
shapes result in distinct 3D kirigami structures, with Shape 1 forming a
pyramid-like structure. Among the four different shapes, the cutting-
damage percentages for Shape 1, Shape 3, and Shape 2s are approximately
12%.Under the same pattern as Shape 2, the cutting-damage percentage for
Shape 2 is approximately 50%. Figure 2a shows that the different 3D
structures exhibit varying levels of deformation at the same compression-
buckling degree. Despite the pressure being applied vertically above the
device, the encapsulationmaterial envelops thefilmwith a 3Dstructure, and
the film structures have gradually increasing radii from top to bottom.
Therefore, the vertically applied pressure extrudes the encapsulation
material below, causing outward compression. The sensor deformation
gradually reduces the out-of-plane dimensions and increases the in-plane
dimensions until the structure becomes planar.
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As shown in Fig. 2b, with the same pattern elements, Shape 2s provides
an output voltage of over 4 V at the maximum pressure, whereas Shape 2
only provides about 1 V. This indicates that the effective area of the film
directly influences the signal output and sensitivity. The smaller the area of
the film involved in the deformation, the lower the output voltage under the
same pressure. The sensitivities of the four structures are 4.1 × 103V kPa−1

(Shape 1), 0.94 × 103V kPa−1 (Shape 2), 2.19 × 103V kPa−1 (Shape 3), and
2.63 × 103V kPa−1 (Shape 2s), respectively. Among Shape 1, Shape 3, and
Shape 2s with similar cutting-damage percentages, Shape 1 exhibits the
highest sensitivity. Initially, only the small top area of thefilmdeformswhen
pressure is applied.Thus, theoutput voltageof Shape1 is smaller than that of
Shape 2s. As a larger area of the film participates in deformation, the
structural advantage of a larger α value gives Shape 1 the highest sensitivity.
The 3D structure of Shape 3 is similar to that of Shape 2s, resulting in similar
sensitivity values. However, Shape 2s has longer cutting lines, which allows
for a larger number of narrower, free-bending strip elements given the same
cutting area. Shape 2s has a larger α value, leading to a higher output voltage
compared with Shape 3. Shape 3 and Shape 2s exhibit similar sensitivities;
however, their output voltages are 1.5 times different, confirming that the
sensitivity andoutput voltageof the sensor canbe adjustedbyoptimizing the
pattern design.

Considering that besides the shape, the design details of the 2D pre-
cursor influence the sensor’s performance, six different kirigami patterns
based on Shape 2s are designed, and the corresponding 3D kirigami-
structured sensors are fabricated. The 2D precursor designs, as well as the
3D structure in FEA and in the experiment, are shown in Fig. 2a. In the six
patterns of the 2Dprecursor designs, as shown inFig. 2a, the internal cutting
patterns of Patterns 1–3 are similar, whereas the external cutting lines of
Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 are rotated 45° relative to each other. The number of
outer cutting lines of Pattern 3 increases from two to four, compared with
that for Pattern 2. The cutting patterns of Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are
basically similar, except that the pattern is rotated 45° relative to the anchor
point. The difference between pattern 6 and pattern 4 is that the former has
four cut lines inside. As shown in Fig. 2c, Pattern 1, Pattern 2, and Pattern 3
exhibit sensitivities of 3.17 × 103, 2.56 × 103, and 2.78 × 103V kPa−1,
respectively. Pattern 1 also exhibits the highest output voltage in the full test-
pressure range as well as the highest sensitivity, whereas Pattern 2 exhibits
the lowest values in the above two properties. The sensitivities of Pattern 4,
Pattern 5, and Pattern 6 are 3.07 × 103, 2.95 × 103, and 3.41 × 103V kPa−1,
respectively, as presented in Fig. 2d. Although the output voltages of Pattern
5 and Pattern 6 are similar, the sensitivity of Pattern 6 is higher than that of
Pattern 5. The sensitivity of Pattern 4 is similar to that of Pattern 5, and

Fig. 1 | Piezoelectric pressure sensor with 3D
structures. a Fabrication process of the 3D-
structured piezoelectric pressure sensors on the
prestrain forming. b Two-dimensional precursors,
optical images, and FEA predictions for three basic
shapes: square, circular, and triangular (scale bars:
5 mm). c Variation in the open-circuit voltage with
different forces for the three stereoscopic and con-
trol groups (planar structures). d Sensitivity of the
three stereoscopic and control groups (planar
structures). e Variation in the open-circuit voltage
with different forces for the three samples with the
same structure (Shape 1). f Variation in the voltage
of the pressure sensor with Shape1 after 6000 pres-
surization/release cycles at 1356 kPa.
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Pattern 4 exhibits the lowest output voltage. The sensors fabricatedbased on
different patterns exhibit significant variations in performance, suggesting
that even subtle changes in patterns can influence sensor performance.
Further research is required to explore the underlying reasons.

To explore the factors that affect the sensitivity and output voltage of
the sensors, afinite element simulationmodel is established according to the
test environment in the experiment. Since the deformation of the sensor
during the compression process is relatively complex, the compression

displacement in the direction perpendicular to the bottom surface is
adopted to describe the deformation degree of the sensor. The equivalent
stiffness is employed to evaluate the deformation capability of the sensor,
which is defined as the ratio of the external load on the sensor to the
compression length of the sensor in the vertical direction. FEA reveals that
with the increase in pressure, the vertical compression displacement linearly
increases. The correlation between pressure and compression displacement
of the four shapes and Patterns 1–6 is shown in Fig. 2e–g, where the

Fig. 2 | Designs with various shapes and patterns
of the piezoelectric pressure sensor. a Two-
dimensional precursors, photographs, and FEA
predictions for four different shapes and six similar
patterns (scale bars: 5 mm). Variation in the open-
circuit voltage with different forces for (b) Shape 1,
Shape 2, Shape 3, and Shape 2s; (c) Pattern 1, Pattern
2, and Pattern 3; and (d) Pattern 4, Pattern 5, and
Pattern 6 in the experiment. Variation in the force
with different displacements for (e) Shape 1, Shape
2, Shape 3, and Shape 2s; (f) Pattern 1, Pattern 2, and
Pattern 3; and (g) Pattern 4, Pattern 5, and Pattern 6
in FEA. h Sensitivity of the 3D structure formed by
four shapes and six patterns structures. i Variation
in the equivalent stiffness with different α values
based on three sensors with various shapes.
jVariation in the equivalent stiffness with different η
based on six sensors with various patterns.
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compression displacement varies from 1 to 7mm, and the height of the
sensor is 10mm. The sensitivity of the 3D structure formed by four shapes
and six patterns structures is shown in Fig. 2h. To illustrate the impact of
different shapes on the sensor’s performance, the 3D extension among
various shapes is defined using the aspect ratio (α) expressed as follows:

α ¼ dout=din ð1Þ

where dout anddin are definedas themaximumout-of-plane dimension and
in-plane extent, respectively (see Supplementary Fig. 3a and b). The α value
of Shape 1 is 0.4583, whereas that of Shape 2s is 0.3443, which is larger than
that of Shape 3 (0.2977). This indicates that the performance of the sensor
increase with the increase in the 3D extension. For Shape 1, Shape 3, and
Shape 2s, when the packagingmaterial is the same, the relationship between
the α value and the equivalent stiffness is shown in Fig. 2i.With the increase
in the effective stiffness, the α value decreases, which indicates that the
extension size of the 3D structure affects the deformation ability to a certain
extent. Although Patterns 1–6 have the same shape and similar α values,
their performances differ, indicating that factors other than the α value
influence their sensitivity and output voltage. Since laser cutting generates a
hinged circular structure with a radius from the connecting point to the
central point, the outer and innerbeamsaredefinedas the connectingpoints
between the rings in the pattern, which provides support for the 3D
structure, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 3c. Angle1 is the angle between
the anchor point (red region) and the outer beam, and Angle2 is the angle
between the outer beam and the inner beam; the relationship between them
and the equivalent stiffness under different patterns are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 3d. To ensure symmetry in the 3D structures, all the
included angles are only set to 0° or 45°. In the three patterns with
the smallest equivalent stiffness values, the two angles are 0°. In addition to
the values of the included angles, the number of angles also affects the
deformation characteristics of the structure. Here, η is defined as a pattern
factor that represents the effect of themagnitude and thenumbers of the two
types of angles in the 2D design pattern:

1=η ¼ 2=3× n1 × cos Angle1
� �þ 1=3× n2 × cos Angle2

� � ð2Þ

where n1 and n2 are the numbers of the outer and inner beams, respectively,
and “2/3” indicates that the ratio of the outer to the inner area is 3:2. Due to
symmetry, the angle is set to 0° and 45°, so the components in the formula
related to the angle should be cosine values. Since there are two types of
beams, their quantity should be a product of cosine values. Additionally,
considering the difference in the area of the inner and outer sides of the
beam, the pattern factor’s components’weights are determined basedon the
ratio of the areas. Due to symmetry, the angle is set to 0° and 45°, so the
components in the formula related to the angle should be cosine values.
Since there are two types of beams, their quantity should be a product of
cosine values. Additionally, considering the difference in the area of the
inner and outer sides of the beam, the pattern factor’s components’weights
are determined based on the ratio of the areas. The variation in the η value
with different equivalent stiffness values based on the six sensors with
various patterns is depicted in Fig. 2j. The η value increases linearly with the
equivalent stiffness, indicating that when the number of beams reaches the
maximumand the angle between the beam and the anchor point on the line
is 0°, the equivalent stiffness is the lowest. In other words, the smaller the η
value, the stronger the deformation ability of the corresponding 3D struc-
ture. This canplay a guiding role in the graphic designof the 2Dprecursor of
the piezoelectric pressure sensor with such a 3D structure: the basic shape is
circular, and the number of supporting beams, as well as the angle between
them and the anchor point, is supposed to be prioritized while maximizing
the aspect ratio. Furthermore, to validate the effectiveness of FEA, the output
performances of the 10 sensors shown in Fig. 2a are computed using a finite
element model, and the results are presented in Supplementary Figs.
4a and 4b. Evidently, the finite element model can accurately predict the
sensor’s output performance, although there is a slight deviation between

the simulated output voltage and the test data, as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 4c.This discrepancy canbe attributed todifferences between thedefined
elastic material model and the actual material properties. The established
FEA model holds significance in the design of 3D-structured sensors. As
shown in Supplementary Fig. 4d, the sensor’s performance is optimal when
the two angles tend to 0°, as shown by the higher sensitivity values of
Patterns 1 and 6. When the angles are consistent, the number of inner and
outer beams also affects the sensor’s output, with Pattern 6 having slightly
higher sensitivity thanPattern 1due tohavingmoreouter beams.Therefore,
the angles and numbers of inner and outer beams jointly determine
structural performance. For instance, the difference between Patterns 2 and
1 is reflected in the angle, and the difference between Patterns 2 and 3 is
reflected in the number of outer beams. Besides, because the basic shape of
the 2D precursor was circular, the cutting elements consist of arcs with the
same radii, thus somewhat limiting the freedom of graphic design. In the
future, various structural designs can be expanded by altering the radii and
angles of the cutting elements, including the spacing between different
cutting lines, based on symmetry. This approachwill enable the exploration
of factorswith significant impacts ondesign, allowing for further typical and
diverse design explorations.

Sensor designs with various encapsulation materials
Notably, the deformation ability of the 3D-structured piezoelectric pressure
sensors can be adjusted by changing the packaging material. Four types of
silicone resin materials are used as encapsulation materials, with Young’s
moduli of 50, 170, 418, and 1,000 kPa, respectively. The results of the tensile
tests are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.

The test data are shown in Fig. 3a, b, and c. For Shape 1, the sensitivities
of M1–M4 are 4.1 × 103, 3.15 × 103, 1.73 × 103, and 1.35 × 103V kPa−1,
respectively. For sensors with three different 3D kirigami structures, as the
Youngmodulus of the encapsulationmaterial decreases, the output voltage
increases under the same applied pressure, resulting in improved sensitivity.
For instance, for Shape 1, when the pressure is approximately 1,300 kPa, the
sensor encapsulated withM1 provides an output voltage of over 5 V, which
is approximately 1.3, 2.2, and 2.7 times those of M2, M3, and M4, respec-
tively. This indicates that the modulus of the encapsulation material sig-
nificantly affects the performance of the sensor.

The relationship between the compression displacement and the
applied pressure is shown in Fig. 3d–f. Similar to the previous case, a similar
trend is observed for sensors prepared using different encapsulation
materials. The vertical compression displacement shows a linear increase
with the pressure, as confirmed by finite element simulation calculations.
The relationship between Young’s modulus and the equivalent stiffness of
the encapsulation materials for the three structures is shown in Supple-
mentary Fig. 6. FEA reveals that the equivalent stiffness exhibits a nonlinear
variation with the changes in the Young modulus of the encapsulation
material. Notably, when the Young’s modulus falls within the range of
200–400 kPa, the equivalent stiffness experiences a significant increase.
However, the variation in the equivalent stiffness is less pronounced beyond
this range. This indicates that the performance of the sensor is sensitive to
the Youngmodulus of the encapsulation material in the range of 200 – 400
kPa. When the pressure is 1000 kPa, the distribution of the maximum
principal strain for various sensors in the FEA is illustrated in Fig. 3g. For
Shape 1, as the Young modulus of the encapsulation material increases, the
deformation of the sensor under the same pressure gradually reduces. The
reduction in the sensor deformation leads to a decrease in the sensitivity and
output voltage, which is evident in Fig. 3a–c.

The FEA results closely resemble the experimental findings, offering
valuable insights for guiding sensordesignandperformanceprediction.As a
result of the limitations imposed by the pressure-generation system, the true
detection limit of the sensor cannot be obtained. To address this, FEA is
implemented to predict the measurement limits of the various sensors. In
theFEA, as the loads increase, thepressure reaches a saturation state, and the
output voltage follows suit. We use finite element simulation analysis to
predict the force limit of packaging materials with larger Young’s modulus
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(2000 kPa and 5000 kPa). The maximum detection limits of each sensor
predicted by FEA are shown in Supplementary Fig. 7. Additionally, when
conducting measurements exceeding one hundred instances, we observe a
very small margin of error. When the same encapsulation material is used,

the maximum detection limits of most structures are similar. With the
increase in the Young’s modulus, the maximum detection limit also
increases, up to 4500 kPa, indicating that the measurement range of the
sensor can be regulated by selecting appropriate encapsulation materials,

Fig. 3 | Stress-test performance of the piezoelectric pressure sensors with dif-
ferent encapsulationmaterials.Variation in the open-circuit voltage with different
forces for (a) S1, (b) S3, and (c) P1 encapsulated with M1, M2, M3, and M4.
Variation in the force with different displacements for (d) S1, (e) S3, and (f) P1

encapsulated withM1,M2,M3, andM4 in the FEA. g Strain distribution of the three
sensors encapsulated with four materials under a pressure of 1000 kPa in the FEA.
The colors in the FEA results correspond to the magnitudes of the maximum
principal strain.
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enabling flexible sensor-performance design. In practical applications, the
choice of encapsulation material should be specific to the measurement
range and environmental conditions. Simply reducing the stiffness of the
encapsulation material can degrade the overall load-bearing capacity of the
device, potentially resulting in delayed compression recovery or irreversible
deformation. Small variations in pressure signals require devices with high
sensitivity for accurate measurements. Although low stiffness of encapsu-
lation materials may enhance measurement performance, it imposes high
demands on the fabrication process, such as curing time and other condi-
tions, thereby increasing production costs. Therefore, the selection of
encapsulationmaterials should be tailored to different application scenarios.
In previous studies, the sensitivity of kirigami-inspired pressure sensors
varies greatly due to different materials and sensor structures, such as
0.0051 V·N−1 49, 0.067 V·N−1 39, 0.060 V·N−1 52. Our study demonstrates that
under the same material conditions, performance can be further enhanced
through the design of kirigami structures. In our study, the sensitivity of the
control group (planar PVDF film) is 0.014V·N−1, and the sensitivity range
that can be achieved via graphic regulation is 0.025–0.056 V·N−1.

Pulse-signal measurement and motion-posture sensing
Pressure sensors play a very important role in health monitoring, and dif-
ferent application scenarios have different performance requirements for
pressure sensors, suchaspulse and foot-pressuremonitoring. For the elderly
population, pulse signals can serve as indicators of cardiovascular health54,
and plantar pressure can be utilized to diagnose conditions, such as Par-
kinson’s disease, diabetes, and stroke2.

The prepared sensors exhibit a high output voltage and sensitivity.
They can be flexibly designed according to different needs and working
conditions. To verify the application potential of the sensors in the field of
health monitoring, pulse and plantar-pressure detection systems are
developed based on the self-designed 3D kirigami structures. A series of
sensors based on Shape 1 are fabricated, encapsulated with M1–M4, and
integrated with a wristband to create a pulse detection system, as shown in
Fig. 4a. Due to the large 3D structure, the sensor cannot be perfectly con-
formal with the skin, which brings discomfort to wear. However, comfort
can be improved by designing smaller patterns, controlling pre-stretched
base tension, and reducing sensor package thickness. In practical applica-
tions, the sensor can be installed in an upright or inverted orientation
because the orientation does not affect its signal output, ensuring con-
sistency in test results. The sensor is secured to the wrist using a wrist strap.
Supplementary Fig. 8a shows thedetails of the sensor–skin contact interface.
The pulse-signal detection performances of the sensors encapsulated with
different materials are tested, as depicted in Fig. 4b. M1 exhibits the lowest
Young’s modulus, and its corresponding pulse-signal output voltage is the
highest, exceeding 0.2 V,whereasM4exhibits the lowest pulse-signal output
voltage. The sensors fabricated with different encapsulation materials cap-
ture identical pulse details, including the length of the cardiac cycle and the
temporal position of the tidal wave. This indicates that the signal output can
be enhanced by selecting appropriate encapsulation materials, thereby
improving the signal-to-noise ratio. To validate the reliability of the 3D
sensor in wearable-device applications, we subject the sensors to simulated
sweat-inducedcorrosion interference tests. Saltwaterwith amass fractionof
1% is employed to simulate the sweat, and the sensor is soaked for 96 h at
37°C. The pulse-test results before and after soaking are shown in Fig. 4c.
After soaking, the performance of the sensor remains stable, and it retains its
ability to accurately capture intricate pulse details. This is primarily attrib-
uted to the excellent hydrophobic properties of the encapsulation material
employed. The difference in the waveformmay be due to the changes in the
physical state of the volunteer, which is also reflected in Fig. 4d. The pulse
waveform exhibits noticeable changes in shape before and after exercises,
the cardiac cycle is shortened, and the pulse-signal intensity is increased. In
addition to thewrist, pulse-signalmeasurements areperformedat fourother
locations using the prepared system, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 4e.
The Shape 1 sensor encapsulatedwithM1 is employed tomeasure the pulse
at the above positions simultaneously. The pulse waveform and intensity

vary significantly at different locations, with the highest pulse intensity
observed at the carotid artery and the lowest at the ankle,which is consistent
with the results obtained by normal finger touch. Although the measure-
ment positions are different, the signal change cycle is the same, indicating
that the signals measured in different parts are indeed human pulse signals.
The shape and detailed parameters of the pulse signals from different
locations correspond well to those reported in the literature, validating the
measurement results55,56. This indicates that the sensor can detect physio-
logical signals inmultiple parts of the human body. Pulse signals at different
positions are simultaneously monitored, and blood pressure information
can be measured using the time difference. By simultaneously monitoring
pulse signals at different positions, blood pressure information can be
measured using the time difference. In the future, through integration with
various external devices, sensors can be employed to monitor a broader
range of physiological signals in the human body, such as blood pressure57,
and respiratory rate58.

The variation in human plantar pressure is intricate, influenced by
different motion states and various walking postures, leading to distinct
pressures across different regions of the sole. Consequently, sensors with
broadmeasurement ranges and high sensitivity are required. As depicted in
Fig. 4f, the common plantar-pressure areas can be categorized into four
types: the first, third, and fifth metatarsal heads, as well as the heel. As
mentioned earlier, the sensing range and sensitivity of 3D kirigami-
structured sensors can be dynamically tailored usingdifferent encapsulation
materials and patterns, rendering them an ideal choice for plantar-pressure
measurement. Therefore, based on this concept, a plantar-pressure-
detection system is developed. In the plantar pressure monitoring, the
subject’s gravity was about 740 N, higher than the maximum pressure of
about 130N in the previous cycle test. However, the sensor does not
undergo plastic deformation due to excessive pressure from the body
weight. The robust mechanical performance of the sensor is due to the
excellent elasticity of the encapsulation material, which allows the device to
maintain stable compression and recovery under the weight of the human
body, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 8b. We examine pressure variations
in four different plantar regions for various posture states, as illustrated in
Fig. 4g. In the tiptoeing state, themain force is the root of the firstmetatarsal
bone. Owing to the slight contact between the heel and the ground, the
sensor picks up a weak signal. In the walking and running states, the fifth
metatarsal root is the most stressed, probably due to the certain degree of
foot valgus. A good gait can helpmaintain normal posture while preventing
muscle and joint strains. In particular, for patients who require rehabilita-
tion exercise, the accurate detection of plantar pressure can help accelerate
their recovery. The difference among waveforms can be exploited to dis-
tinguish different stress positions andmotion states, which can be applied to
the long-term monitoring of plantar pressure. To validate the sensor’s
performance under prolonged high-pressure conditions, a continuous
running/jumping alternating test is conducted,with the sensor positioned at
the base of the fifth metatarsal, as depicted in Fig. 4h. The sensor accurately
captures walking signals even after multiple jumps, highlighting its high
stability. This signifies the significant potential of the sensor in dynamically
monitoring plantar pressure. The pulse signal and plantar pressure mea-
surements showed that Shape 1, which performed best in the sensor per-
formance characterization, was the best fit for the application. Through
adjusting design patterns and altering encapsulation materials, flexible
control of sensor performance can be achieved. These findings will enable
the design of sensors for detecting signals of varying intensities, presenting
significant prospects for applications in wearable devices and health
monitoring.

In summary, we fabricate 3D, kirigami-structured pressure sensors
based on PVDF piezoelectric thin films. By modifying the design of a 2D
precursor and employing different encapsulation materials, the sensitivity
and output voltage of the sensor could be flexibly adjusted. This method
exhibits excellent reproducibility, resulting in flexible sensors with high
mechanical durability. We also establish effective finite element models to
guide the sensor design and predict the sensor’s performance. Furthermore,
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Fig. 4 | Pulse-signal measurement and motion-posture sensing using the piezo-
electric pressure sensor. a Photograph of the P1 sensor conformally attached to the
humanwrist using an adjustable watchband.bRadial artery pulse signals detected by
the P1 sensor encapsulated with four different materials. Pulse measurement before
and after (c) sensor soak in saline and (d) exercise. e Pulse-signal measurement in

different parts of the human body. f Schematics of different plantar positions where
the sensor is attached. g The open-circuit voltage of the P1 sensor attached to four
different positions in tiptoeing, walking, and running states. h The open-circuit
voltage of the P1 sensor placed at position ③ in alternating jumping/walking states.
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our sensors successfully monitor both pulse signals and plantar pressure. In
the future, more intriguing structural designs and superior encapsulation
materials will be explored while further reducing the sensor size. In sum-
mary, thisworkprovides a simple and effective approach formodulating the
performance of piezoelectric pressure sensors. We anticipate that the
macroscopic structural design of piezoelectric thin films would find broad
application in various pressure-sensing devices.

Methods
Design of 2D precursors
Highly symmetric graphic designs are made for the 2D precursors to ensure
the symmetry of the 3D structures and the stability of device operation.
Squares and circles, representing classic shapes with straight and curved
boundaries, respectively, exhibit different structural characteristics and dis-
tinct compression effects after formation. Both squares and circles have four
anchorpoints and90° angles.Additionally, triangleswith three anchorpoints,
each with angles of 120°, are considered basic shapes in the design. Drawing
inspiration from common 3D structural elements in daily life, we devised a
pyramid-like top-protruding (conical) structure (Shape 1), a concave-topped
structure resembling an ancient Chinese coin (Shape 3), and three-layer disc-
like structures (Shapes 2 and 2s).We kept thefilm area constant to investigate
the impact of the structure as the sole variable on performance. Thedifference
in cutting areabetweenShapes 2 and2swasused todemonstrate the influence
of the effectivefilmareaon theperformance. Furthermore, for the same three-
layer disc-like shape, given identical design elements for the 2D precursor,
various interesting structureswith the sameplanar shape but different pattern
details can be created by changing the length and quantity of the cutting lines.
We make further adjustments and create a second three-layer disc-like
structure, Shape 2s, to obtain six different pattern designs.

Fabrication of 3D structures
A PVDF film coated with electrodes (52 μm metallized piezo film, TE
Connectivity) is patterned by Femtosecond laser (Pharos 20, Light Conver-
sion) with a single-pulse energy of 2 mJ, a repetition frequency of 0.4 kHz, a
processing speed of 150mm s-1, and 200 processing cycles. The pre-designed
2D precursor design drawing (CAD data) and cutting parameters are input
into the machining control system, and the machining process is auto-
matically completed by the controller. Appropriate laser and cutting para-
meters can ensure effective cuttingwhile the upper and lower electrode layers
of the film are not conducting. The wires are connected in the rectangular
region (Supplementary Fig. 1b) of the patterned film using conductive silver
glue. At the same time, an elastic substrate with dimensions of 5×5 cm and
thickness of 2mm is fabricated by platinum-catalyzed silicones (EcoflexTM

00-10, Smooth-On) in a 1:1 ratio under the condition of curing at 80°C for
30minutes. The elastic substrate is then fixed on themanual tensile platform
(PT-ST50, PDV, Supplementary Fig. 1a). The pre-strain of 130% is applied to
the elastic substrate using tensile platforms. After the four anchor points are
threaded throughsmall holes at the targetpositions in the elastic substrate, the
mechanicalfixation of the anchorpoints is achievedby releasing the prestrain
in the elastic substrate, thereby completing the formation of the 3D structure.
As for lead wires, we cure the silver paste within the working temperature
range of PVDF and then reinforce the connection points with the encapsu-
lationmaterial, ensuring electrode and conductor stability during testing and
application. The image of the thin film section after laser cutting, which is
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1c can show that the thin film does not short-
circuit, which ensures the effectiveness of the voltage output.

Packaging of piezoelectric pressure sensors
The elastic substrate is removed from the tensile platform after the 3D
structure is formed. Themold is covered on thefilmwith the 3D structure in
order to control the shape of the sensor. The packaging material solution is
then cast into the mold. The overall dimensions of the encapsulated sensor
are 15mm × 15mm × 10mm. A photo and cross-sectional image of the
encapsulated device are shown in the Supplementary Fig. 1d and e. Here,
four packaging materials, which include platinum-catalyzed silicones

(EcoflexTM 00-10, Smooth-On) and three kinds of silicone materials (San-
jingxinde Technology) with different Young’s moduli, are used to provide
the sensor with deformation recovery capabilities. The Young’s moduli of
the packaging materials are 50 kPa, 170 kPa, 410 kPa and 1000 kPa
respectively, which are tested by the intelligent electronic tensile testing
machine (XLW-EC-A, Labthink). The stress-strain curves are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 5. The curing condition is normal temperature curing.
Mold and substrate removal are performed after the encapsulationmaterial
is cured. The encapsulation material wrapping ensures the stable com-
pressionand recoveryof the3Dstructureduringoperationafter the removal
of the substrate.

Experimental setup for pressure and electrical characterization
The packaged sensor is placed on a fixed platform. The mechanical force
perpendicular to the sensor’s surface is provided using a strain system
consisting of linear guides (H01, Linmot) and load cell (DYMH-103,
DAYSENSOR) and is recorded by a high precision dynamometer (DY920,
DAYSENSOR). The digit multimeter (Keithley 6500) is employed to cap-
ture and record the open-circuit voltage of the sensors. The pressure applied
to the sensor surface varies with themoving distance of the linear guide. The
absolute value of the open circuit voltage generates when the sensor is
squeezed is recorded as the output voltage at that pressure. The force
measuringdevice indicates that the sensor candetect forces as small as 0.1 N.

Finite element analysis
Thefinite element analysis is performed using the StructuralMechanics and
AC/DCmodules of COMSOLMultiphysics. PVDFmaterial parameters are
subsequently configured. The PVDF material from the COMSOL material
library is primarily utilized, with a Poisson’s ratio set to 0.35 and a Young’s
modulus of 2600MPa. Subsequently, the four anchorpoints are subjected to
inward displacements of 2.8 mm along the x and y axes, respectively,
simulating the film’s contraction inward according to the length of con-
traction of the elastic substrate, ultimately forming a three-dimensional
structure. Then a cuboid packagingmaterialmodel with dimensions of 15 ×
15 × 10mm is created around the film to construct the sensor model.
Simultaneously, a cuboid steel plate model is positioned above the sensor to
mimic the pressure application device. For simulating the packaging
material, the third-order superelastic material model Yeoh is chosen, and
the parameters (c1, c2, and c3) correspond to the packaging Materials and
are derived from the Soft Robotics Materials Database59. The material is
considered incompressible. In the Electrical module, the upper surface
voltage of thefilm is zero and the lower surface is grounded. In the Structural
Mechanic module, the lower surface of the sensor model is kept moving
freely in the lateral direction and constrained in the longitudinal direction.
Meanwhile, the steel plate gradually moves downward, and its motion
parameters are the same as those of the linear guide rail in the experiment,
and are set as the acceleration, uniform speed and deceleration process, in
which the acceleration and deceleration process are the same. Changes in
strain distribution, pressure, and output voltage can be obtained by simu-
lating the sensor compression process.

Pulse signal detection
Radial pulse is measured by placing a sensor on the surface of the radial
artery of the wrist and securing it with a watch strap. The pulse of the
neck, fingertip, elbow and ankle ismeasured by placing the sensor in the
designated position and fixing it in place with a band-aid. The pulse
after exercise is measured after running lasts for 1 minute. The saline
soak meant that the sensor is immersed in salt water with 1% at 37 °C.
Pulse signals are collected using a shielded junction box (SCB-68A,
National Instruments).

Plantar pressure detection
The sensor secures using tape are placed at the heel and at the base of the
first, third and fifth metatarsal bones on the sole of foot respectively. Tip-
toeingmeant that bodyweight ismoving from theheel to the ball of the foot.
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The difference between walking and running is the step frequency of the
volunteers wearing the sensors, where the frequency is 1 Hz for walking and
3Hz for running. Alternating jumping and running mean that the switch
between jumping and running is quick. The wire of sensors is connected to
the junction box of the shielding chamber and the open circuit voltage is
recorded by the upper computer software.

Data availability
All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the
paper and the Supplementary Information.
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